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Abstract: IoT ( Internet of Things) is used for different type of applications and these applications faces  many 

routing challenges like power consumption, node deployment, connectivity, security and privacy etc. One of the 

main challenges is to utilize the energy resources very well. In this paper to prolong the network lifetime one of the 

routing protocol i.e. SEP (Stable Election Protocol) considered for the research. The goal of proposed algorithm is to 

enhance the stable time period of heterogeneous network. So, this paper focuses on prolong the lifetime of network 

by using the super nodes to replace the nodes which are near to death stage. The super nodes have more energy than 

other nodes used in the network. 
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Introduction:  

IoT is the connecting devices that can be controlled and monitored with the help of internet. WSN (Wireless Sensor 

Network) is the backbone of IoT. Huge numbers of sensor nodes are deployed in the large area, to sense and gather 

the information from environment and send it to the base station. WSN is very helpful for the IoT applications such 

as Smart Agriculture, Smart City, Animals tracking, Weather monitoring and Disaster management. Hence WSN is 

considered to being the important part of IoT applications. Due to achieve these applications there are various issues 

occurred in IoT like Power Consumption, Security, Data Management and Storage Management etc. [1] 

When the data is transferred form source to destination, large amount of energy is consumed. To overcome this 

problem there are the different types of routing schemes used in which number of routing protocols works. SEP ( 

Stable Election Protocol ) is one of them. This protocol is an energy efficient routing protocol which increases the 

stable period of the network. [2] 

 

Architecture of IoT: 

 

 
Figure1. Network Architecture of IoT [3] 

 

In this architecture there are the different applications which works in IoT network like smart city, smart homes. In 

smart city there are the number of devices which consist of sensors for street lights, car parking etc. on the other 

hand IoT technology used for smart homes in which water meter, gas meter, light on/off, cell phones etc. consist of 

sensors. Through these devices we can capture the data and send it to base station. There are two base stations 
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working for this IoT network. Base station (BS) sends the data to internet. After that through internet the data is 

stored on web server. User can retrieve the data from web server and perform analysis on it.[3] 

Related Work: 

Sadek[3] proposed a hybrid protocol for heterogeneous network in IoT. Author firstly discussed the three protocols 

named as SEP, LEACH, and Z-SEP. The CH selection process is different in all the protocols. A Hy-IoT protocol is 

proposed that uses the different weighted election probabilities for CH selection. The results show that proposed 

protocol is best and prolong the network life. This protocol used the LEACH and SEP with two regions; regular 

region and superior region. The regular region has normal nodes with advance nodes and superior region has 

excellent nodes with high advance nodes. The author also discussed the CH selection process in both the regions. 

Behera et al.[4] proposed a modified LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) protocol for IoT 

applications. To overcome the cluster head (CH) election problem they set a threshold value in the existing routing 

protocol. A node that has energy level above than threshold value, it can be the CH for the next round. After the 

results it was found that residual energy is utilized for the CH formation and the network lifetime will be prolonged. 

kaur et al.[5] proposed a genetic algorithm based SEP protocol for WSN. In this paper a clustering technique 

introduced which is used for SEP protocol and authors also explained the working of this protocol. After that they 

proposed a genetic algorithm to increase the stability period of network. They use the different functions for 

proposed algorithm i.e. population, fitness, selection, crossover and mutation. At the last they compare the proposed 

genetic algorithm with SEP and found that their proposed algorithm shows better results than SEP. 

 

Zhao et al.[6] proposed an ITSEP (Improved Threshold Sensitive Stable Election protocol) for heterogeneous 

WSN. Firstly they explain the TSEP algorithm which is used for three levels heterogeneous WSN. After that they 

explained the ITSEP which works in two phases: first is node state transformation phase and second is data 

transmission phase. At the last they compare the ITSEP with the three algorithms i.e. TESP, SEP,   MSEP and the 

results shows that ITSEP has better and consumed less energy. 

 

kumar and Zaveri[7] proposed a two layer IoT architecture, the first is the sensing layer in which no. of sensing 

devices deployed to sense the data and second is IoT layer in which processor and controller, server and smartphone 

used to storage and analysis. A heuristic and graph based approach is used for clustering of devices. The proposed 

clustering algorithm is used to form clusters and than cluster heads for efficient communication. In these technique 

neighbor nodes sends data to cluster head and save their energy. The results and analysis shows that clustering 

algorithm reduces the power consumption and prolongs the network lifetime. 

 

Jinpa et. al.[8] provided the three routing protocols i.e. MODLEACH, SEP and DEEC. In this paper authors firstly 

explained the phases used for these routing protocols. The advertisement phase, cluster setup phase and schedule 

creation. A comparison table of protocols performance according to their energy efficiency, stability period, data 

transfer rate per packet and network lifetime is also explained. At the last they compare these protocols and results 

shows that DEEC is better than SEP and MODLEACH. 

 

Findings: from [3] it was found that SEP is a heterogeneous protocol and used for IoT architecture. Two types of 

nodes i.e. normal and advance are used and SEP is an energy efficient protocol. In [4] authors use a threshold value 

for cluster head selection and used this protocol for IoT application. From [5] this protocol is improved by using 

genetic algorithm. In [7] it was found that the clustering technique is better for efficient communication. In the SEP 

the drawback is that the nodes at boundary are died first and advance nodes have more chance to become Cluster 

head, due to this reason advance nodes in the network are died first. After reviewing these papers the idea comes to 

improve the SEP protocol and enhance the network lifetime by using the super nodes in the network, also using a 

threshold value for cluster head selection. The proposed scheme is used the modified SEP to make the nodes energy 

efficient. 

 

 SEP (Stable Election Protocol): 

SEP is a Heterogeneous protocol which is the enhancement of LEACH protocol. It works on the weighted election 

probability for each node to be Cluster head according to their power. There are the two types of nodes used Normal 

node and Advance node. Advance nodes have high energy than normal nodes and SEP increase the stable period 
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(time before the death of first node) of network by using the advance node more times. Every node has probability to 

become cluster head exactly once. 

Election Probability for normal node: - P nr = P/ (1+a*m)…….. (1) 

Election Probability for advance node:-Pad = P/ (1+a*m)*(1+a)……… (2) 

Where p is the optimal CH probability, m is used for the fraction of advance nodes and a is used for additional 

energy factor between normal and advance node.[9] 

Performance Measures: 

 Stability period: is the time period from the start of network working until the death of first node. 

 Network lifetime: is the time period from the start of network working until the death of node to last 

round.  

 Alive nodes:  the nodes in the network which are not loss their full energy until the last round. 

 Dead nodes: the nodes in the network which loss their full energy until the last round. 

 Probability:  is the maximum or average value of nodes which indicate that if energy of node is maximum 

or average than the node can be selected as cluster head. 

 Rounds: rounds decide the probability of making the cluster head and it also helps to measure the 

occurrence of dead nodes. 

 Residual energy: depends on node capacity and power consumption. As more bits are transmitted by 

nodes the energy of node decreases. As node power consumption increases the capacity decreases, than 

energy of node also decreases. 

 

Proposed Algorithm:  

Proposed modified SEP (MSEP) is enhancement of SEP heterogeneous protocol. MSEP basically extends the stable 

time period of network. In this algorithm three types of nodes are used i.e. normal, advance and super node. The 

super nodes have more energy as compare to advance nodes. Modified SEP used three phases: setup phase, 

transmission phase and replacement phase. 

In the first phase, nodes are randomly deployed in the network. Initial energy for every node is calculated by using 

the three equations (1), (2) and (3). After that CH (Cluster Head) is elected based on election probability p. In this 

process a threshold value is used to compare with the particular node energy. If the present energy of particular node 

is greater than threshold value that node will elected as cluster head. 

In the second Phase, after the CH selection it advertises message within range R to all neighbor nodes. The range of 

advertising message is 10 meter. Nodes send request message to CH to join it in cluster with their location and id. 

When the nodes join cluster, data transmission is started according to TDMA time slots to CH. At the last CH 

aggregates the data and sends to base station. The data aggregation is the process in which CH collected data from 

other nodes and discard duplicate packets. 

The third phase i.e. replacement phase in which a threshold value is used to compare with the nodes residual energy. 

The residual energy depends on how many number of bits a particular node send to other node. if a node has energy 

less than minimum threshold value it sends its status to BS. BS finds the high energy node near by cluster head, alert 

it and replace with node which is near to dead stage. So that CH works for long time and transmit the more data to 

base station. This process is repeated until the last round. 

 

Election Probability for super node Psp = p/(1+a*s)*(1+b)………(3) 

Where p is the optimal CH probability. 

s is used for the fraction of super nodes.  

a is used for additional energy factor between normal and advance node and.  

b is used for additional energy factor between advance and super nodes. 

 

  

Parameters to calculate the election probability for three types of nodes:- 

 

p = 10/100=0.1 // how many cluster can be constructed in the network. 0.1 is the standard value which is used to 

calculate the election probability. 

m = 20/100=0.2 // 20% advance nodes are used in the network. 

a = 300/100 =3 // 300% more energy used for advance nodes. Which is maximum value for advance nodes and 1 is 

the minimum value for advance nodes. 
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b = 600/100 = 6 // it is the additional energy factor for super nodes which is twice of advance node energy. This 

value is assumed to get better results.  

s=10/100=0.1 // 10% super nodes are used in the network. 

 

Simulations: The simulation assumes the area of 100*100 square meters and randomly deployed the 100 nodes. The 

sink node is located at 50*50 and represented by X. There are three types of nodes used i.e. normal, advance and 

super. The concept of super node is introduced in proposed work. which has more energy than advance node and 

normal node. Advance node energy represented by ‘a’ and super node energy represented by ‘b’. The optimal 

probability of each node to become CH is p=0.1, a=3, b=6, m = 0.2, s=0.1, Efs=10pj/bit/m
2
, Emp=0.0013pj/bit/m

4
, 

Eda=5nj/bit/m
4
, L= 4000 bits, rounds= 3000. 

 

Proposed algorithm: 
 

MSEP: (Th_max= Threshold maximum value, Th_min=Threshold minimum value CH= Cluster Head, r= 

range, CH_E= Cluster Head Energy, p =probability, m=Total advance nodes fraction, a=advance nodes 

energy value, b=super nodes energy value, s= total super nodes fraction, N= Number of nodes, N_E= Node 

energy) 

1. Start 

2. Int n[N]; // deploy number of nodes in the network  

3. Set p, m, a, b, s, Th_max =0.5, Th_min=0.05  //set the values for variables  

4. Normal, Advance and Super nodes use equations (1), (2), (3) to calculate the election probability 

that they become a CH 

5. For (i= 0; i<=N; i++) 

{ 

               If   N_E[i]>= Th_max //compare node energy value with threshold value 

              { 

Select the node as CH 

Else 

Repeat step 5 loop until the CH is not selected 

} 

} 

6. CH sends advertise message within range r to neighbor nodes // the range of advertising message 

is 10 meter of total simulation area which is the range of Bluetooth technology used in network 

7. Neighbor Nodes sends join response to CH and join cluster // neighbor nodes send their id and 

location to CH   

8. Data aggregation started. // nodes of Cluster capture the data and sends to CH, CH collects the 

data and discard duplicate packets  

9. If CH_E < Th_min // if the energy of CH is minimum than it send its status to base station  

{ 

Replace CH with Super node and go to step 6. // base station find max energy node i.e. super node 

and replace with CH 
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Else 

No need to replacement continues data transmission. 

}  

End 

 

 

 

Results: The results of SEP and MSEP shows in figure 2 and 3. The figure 3 represents the number of alive nodes 

per round. The alive nodes are those who don’t loss their energy till the last round. The graph of figure  2 shows that 

SEP first node dead at 107 round and MSEP first node dead at 146 rounds. So that the stability period of MSEP is 

39 rounds improved. 

The figure 3 represents the number of dead nodes per round. As the number of round increases the number of alive 

node decreases. The figure shows that all the nodes of SEP are dead at 800 rounds but MSEP nodes are alive for 

long time period. 

 

 
Figure 2. number of alive nodes per round 

 

 
Figure 3. number of dead nodes per round 
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Conclusion: In this paper an attempt has made to implement and analysis the MSEP for IoT network. MSEP is used 

to make the nodes energy efficient. A comparison is done between SEP and MSEP and the results shows that SEP 

elapsed time is 3.607414 and MSEP elapsed time is 5.365333 means MSEP stability time period is more and helps 

to prolong the network lifetime as well as nodes. In future try to improve the algorithm on the bases of throughput, 

scalability and compare with other routing protocols like LEACH, HEED,TEEN etc. also try to put devices on 

sleeping state when the data is not required from them continuously for applications like smart homes, smart city 

etc. 
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